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PRODUCTS AND DUALS OF GENERALIZED LINEAR SPACES
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Much of mathematics is synthesized from the properties of a set of 
objects or of the objects themselves, and the properties of a family of 
mappings on those sets or the mappings themselves. For this dissertation 
a set X with a family ^  of "lines" in X and a family 3^ of real-valued 
(JR = reals) functions is considered, which has as its prototype any 
usual convex subset of e” with usual lines and the family of usual linear 
functions restricted to the subset. Initially (X,Jf) is a "generalized 
linear space", (defined in Chapter II and symbolized G.L.S.), as studied 
by Cantwell [l]. A definition of "linear" is considered via a "line" 
structure jf'induced upon X % and the graphs of functions. The term 
"dual" space is used to indicate the set of "linear" functions, which is 
shown to be a real module under the usual operations on functions. The 
conditions under which X is isomorphic to its "dual" space has been inves­
tigated thoroughly in classical works when X is a real module. With the 
line structure jP'induced on X % in a natural manner, (X, JlT) is shown
to be isomorphic to a real module precisely when (X % ) is a G.L.S.
//
More generally a line structure U. may be induced on X % y where X and Y 
are G.L.S,, and X, Y are shown to be isomorphic to real modules if and 
only if (X x Y,^') is a G.L.S.
2Certain properties of the family 3^  and its members are found to 
be sufficient to show that X must be a G.L.S. under the imposed convexity 
and line structures. The imposed structures on X are shown to possess 
the property that inverse-images of singletons for non-trivial functions 
are hyperplanes in X (and conversely if X is of finite dimension).
Considering these properties of 3^  , together with a G.L.S. X of 
finite dimension, a topology t is induced upon X under which 3^ is a 
family of continuous functions. This topology is shown to be equivalent 
to the topology considered by Cantwell, so that a result of Cantwell's 
that (X, t ) is homeomorphic to for some n holds. (X, t ) is shown to 
be a locally convex generalized linear space, so that classical results 
such as the Krein-Milman theorem can be obtained, (as shown by Shirley 
[73).
CHAPTER II
LINEAR FUNCTIONS VIA 
PRODUCTS OF GENERALIZED LINEAR SPACES
Let X be a set, and X  a family of subsets of X bearing certain 
properties In common with lines In geometry. Traditional language Is 
used: Members of X andJT are called "points" and "lines" respectively.
Each line Is assumed to have a total ordering from which, as shown by 
Prenowltz [3], an Interval convexity structure can be extracted. If x,y 
c L e ^ , x f y  then let (xy) denote the set of points strictly between x 
and y. Correspondingly: (xy = (xy)U{y}, xy) = (xy)u{x), and xy = (xy)
U(x,y}, The notation xyz means y e xz and (xyz) means y e xz. We freely 
use this notation for real numbers. If x,y,z b L , then x, y, z are 
colllnear, A non-colllnear triple Is called a triangle. We consider a 
class of spaces which was studied by Shirley [?] and by Cantwell fl] 
before him,
2,1, DEFINITION, The pair (X,X) Is called a generalized linear space 
(G.L.S,) if the following three axioms are satisfied:
A, Each line Is order-isonorphlc to the reals,
B, Each pair of distinct points belong to a unique line,
C, If X, y, z E X, (xuy), (uvz) then there exists w such that
(xwz) and (wvy),
The unique line containing x  ^y as given by axiom B will be
4denoted by L(x,y). The order-isoraorphism Riven by axiom A shall be denoted 
by tt; that is, tt: L IR. This isomorphism depends upon the particular 
line L, so that at times additional subscripts will be necessary. Since 
Infinitely many isomorphisms would be available; we shall assume that for 
each line there is, up to an arbitrary constant, a fixed isomorphism.
Thus when we say that (X,X) is a G.L.S., a particular family of isomor­
phisms from the members of ^  to fR will be assumed.
2.2. DEFINITION, A directed distance function d on X is a function 
d: XXX-*" fR. such that
d(x,y) = 0  if X = y, 
d(x,y) = TT(y) - ir(x) if x  ^y, 
where ir = is the isomorphism guaranteed from L(x,y) to /R.
2.3. PROPERTIES OF d. In view of Definition 2.2. we have;
(i) d(x,y) = 0 if and only if x = y
(ii) d(x,y) = -d(y,x)
(iii) Given x £ L with d defined on L, to each X e IR there cor­
responds a unique y e L such that d(x,y) = X.
(iv) If X, y, z are any three collinear points then
d(x,y) = d(x,z) if and only if y = z.
(v) If X, y, z are any three collinear points
(1) d(x,y) + d(y,z) = d(x,z).
(vi) Point y is between x and z if and only if x,y, and z are 
distinct, collinear points and
(2) |d(x,y)| + |d(y,z)| = |d(x,z)|
or equivalently, if and only if x, y, z are collinear and
(3) d(x,y)d(y,z) > 0.
5We note that d does not necessarily satisfy the triangle Inequality:
|d(x,y)l _< |d(x,z)| + |d(y,z)|.
Proof (1). Suppose d(x,y) - 0 and x f y. Then If L - L(x,y)
*^ (y) - xj^ (x) = 0 or n^ y^) - r^(x), from which we obtain y » x (since 
Is an Isomorphism), a contradiction. The second half Is Immediate from 
the definition of d.
Proof (11). Clear from definition of d.
Proof (lll).(lv). Clear since Is an Isomorphism from L to MR « 
Proof (v). If X = y = z, or x = y f z, or x f y = z then (1)
Is clearly satisfied. If x = z y then
d(x,y) + d(y,z) = d(x,y) - d(x,y) « 0 » d(x,z).
If X, y, z are distinct then
d(x,y) + d(y,z) = [x^ (y) - xl(x)] + [xl(z) - XL(y^
= %L(z) - xl(x) = d(x,z)
and (1) Is satisfied, completing the proof.
Proof (vl). Now y Is between x and z If and only if (xyz) which
Implies X, y, z are distinct collinear points. Since x Is an order-
Isomorphism, we have x(x) < x(y) < x(z) or x(x) < x(y) < x(z) if and
only if |x(y) - x(x)| + |x(z) - x(y)| = |x(z) - x(x)| which Is
equivalent to (2). Similarly for (3),
We now turn to a consideration of space X x fR = {(x,a) | x eX, a c/R} 
with a view to making it a G.L.S, The motivation for this Is to formulate 
a definition for linear functions from X to /R ,
2.3, DEFINITION, A line in X x fl? Is a set of one of the following two
types, for each m e X ,  y,^e/R, LeJ^:
6(1) {m} X /R
(ii) {(x, uif(x) + X) I X E L }.
Observe that the lines in X x /R may be made order-isomorphic to ]R 
under the two isomorphisms tt’, it" where it': {m} x /R -+■ fl? is defined by
TT*(m,a) ■ a and it" :{(x, w%(x) + X )} /R is defined by
it" ((x , vitt(x ) + X)) = tt(x ). Thus axiom A of a G.L.S. is satisfied.
Let (a,a), (b,B) be two distinct points in X x R ,  If a ■ b, then 
a line in X xjR containing (a,a), (a,g) has the form {a} x fR or 
{(x, ptt(x ) + X) I X e L} for some v, X € iR and line L thru a. But
in the latter case,x = a implies a = pr(a) + X and 3 = pr(a) + X yielding
a ■ 3 a contradiction, and the line is of the form {a} x /R, If a f b 
then there exists L E such that L = L(a,b). Thus the corresponding 
line in X x , namely
° {(x, u t t(x ) + X) I X e L }
will contain (a,a), (b,3) if and only if
d(a,b)y = 3 - a , d(a,b) X = on(b) - 3v(a)
since d(a,b) f 0 so that y,X are unique. Hence for any two distinct
points in X x , there is a unique line joining them and axiom B of a 
G.L.S, is satisfied.
We state a simple lemma, whose proof is obvious, which will be 
useful later.
2.4. LE>1MA. For a b the line L((a,a), (b^ 3)) is the set of all points 
(x,G), X EL(a,b) where
72.5. DEFINITION. Let (a,o), (b,6), and (c,y) be any three collinear 
points in X x /^, Then (b,g) is said to be between (a,a) and (c,y) 
if and only if either b is between a and c in X or a - b » c and B is 
between a and y in IR,
Before investigating axiom C as it applies to X x ve consider 
"flats" in X X Following the usual manner in which flats are defined
in terms of lines, we adopt the following.
2.6. DEFINITION, A flat in X x ^  is a set F such that for all p,q e F,
L(p,q) c F, A flat H is called a hyperplane in X x if and only if H
is a maximal proper flat in X x If A c X x ^  the flat spanned by
A is fl(A) ■ {F I A c. F , F a flat in X x /^ }, (Similar definitions are 
made if (Y,JT) is any pair satisfying axiom B, or, in particular, a G.L.S.)
2.7. DEFINITION. A function ft X /R is called linear if and only if 
graph f = {(x,f(x)) | x e X is a flat in X x /??}.
REMARK. Linear functions can be thought of as those functions which are
either trivial on lines or preserve the ratios determined by the directed
distance function d between points on the lines of X. For, if L is a line
in X with x 5* y e L, a point on the line L((x,f (x)), (y,f (y))) in
X X has the form
(m.ÉiZüIil f(y) + -ËIHIjlJII f(x)) = (m,f(m)), m e L(x,y) 
d(x,y) d(x,y)
which yields
f(x) - f(m) „ d(x.n)
f(y) - f(y) d(x,y)
2.8. LEMMA. If m c fl(x,y,z), then (m,6) e fl((x,6),(y,6),(z,6)).
Proof. If x,y,z are not distinct, then z e L(x,y) and 
m c L(x,y). By Lenma 2.4. (n,6) e L((x,6),(y,6)). Suppose x, y, z are
8distinct. Since me fl(x,y,z) and X Is a G.L.S., It follows from 
properties of flats, that either L(z,m) H  L(x,y) ^ 0, L(x,m)f\L(y,z) 
f 0 or L(y,m) H L(x,z) ^ 0; wolog, L(z,m) H L(x,y) ■ {u} . Then
(u,6) e L((x,6),(y,6)) and (m,6) e L((z,6), (u,6)). Hence (m,6 ) c
fl((x,6), (y,5), (z,6)).
2.9. COROLLARY. Let f be a linear function such that f(x)“f(y)*f (z)= 6 
If m c fl(x,y,z) then f(m) ■ 6 .
2.10. THEOREM. The graph of every linear function f on X Is a hyperplane
In X X n?.
Proof. The set F = graph f Is clearly proper In X ^  IR, Thus
suppose that F Is not a maximal flat; that Is, suppose there exists H, a
flat of X X such that F ^  H c X x . We shall show H - Xx /R, Let 
(y»n) E X x/î^ \^ H. If {y} = X then (y,6) e H for some 6 f(y). But
(y,n) e {y} x L((y,5), (y,f(y)))cH
so that H = X X (R . If X ^ {y} then there exists x f y c X ,  such
that (x,6) e H\F. We can assume that f(x) - 5 f n - f(y) for If not,
then let 6' = ( 5+ f(x))/2 so that (x,6') e H\F and f(x)-6' ^  n-f(y).
Since (y,n) e h , xf y, there exists m eL(x,y) such that
ff(m) = *(v)(f(x) - ) + _u(x)(fCY^-_nJ.
f(x) - 6 + f(y) - n
from which follows the equation
(x,6)
(y»n)
(m, f(m))(x,f(x)) Figure I.
9By Lemma 2,4,, (a.C) c L((x,f(x)), (y,n))n L((x,6), (y,f(y)))
(see fig, 1), Hence (m,Ç) e H so that (y,n) e H and H ■ X*
We now Investigate the "dual" of X, denoted X* where 
X* “ {f |f:X fis linear}.
2,11, THEOREM. X* is a module over /R , under the usual definitions of
function addition and scalar multiplication.
Proof, We need only show that for all X e /R, f, g e X*,
(1) graph (X»f) Is a flat,
(2) graph (f + g) is a flat.
Proof of (1), Let x y EX; then two points in graph (X*f) are 
(x, (X'f)(x)) = (x, Xf(x)), (y, (X-f)(y)) = (y, Xf(y)),
The line joining these two points has points of the form
"  ^[d'(^ ,7T f(y) + )' m c L(x.y),
and since graph f is a flat this point is 
(m, Xf(m)) = (m, (X*f)(m)),
Thus (m, X'f(m)) e graph ( X»f) for all me L(x,y), Hence X» f is a
linear function.
Proof of (2). Let x y e X, then
(x, (f + g)(x)), (y, (f + g)(x)) e graph (f + g).
The line joining these two points has points of the form
+ s)(x))
10
. ( f(y) +  f(x) + 4 ^  g(y) + 4 ^  gCx) )
dCx.y) d(x,y) d(x,y) d(x,y)
where m e L(x,y), and since graph f and graph g are flats
(m, f(m) + g(m)) » (m, (f + g)(m)) e graph (f + g).
Thus f + g is a linear function, completing the proof.
Now X* is a real module, so that X* is convex-isomorphic to (Y,B)
where &  is a convexity structure on Y if and only if Y is also a real
module (Shirley [7]). Hence, the following result is established.
2.12. THEOREM. X** is convex-isomorphic to X if and only if X is a real 
module.
Thus we see that the conditions in the definition of "linear", which 
at first seem relatively general, are indeed quite restrictive, as we obtain 
the classical situation.
We observe examples of a G.L.S-, X with regard to axiom C in X x ^  . 
EXAMPLE (1). Let X be a real module with usual lines. If the order- 
isomorphisms are induced by the usual coordinate projections, then X % /R 
satisfies axiom C.
EXAMPLE (2). Let X be a moulton plane. If the order-isomorphisms are 
again induced by the usual coordinate projections which on the broken 
lines will be piecewise linear, then X x ^  does not satisfy axiom C on 
triangles whose corresponding triangles in X have at least one broken edge.
As a specific example, let a = (0,0), b » (4,1), c = (0,-2) be 
three distinct points in X, u c be, v e au- be such that u = (2,0),
V « (1,0). Let w = (0,-2/3) so that v e wb and w e ac in order to satisfy 
axiom C in X. For L(a,c) let ir be first coordinate projection; for the others 
let II be second coordinate projection. Consider three points in X x //^
11
a' ■ (a,0), b' ■ (b,4), c' = (c,-2). The line containing b', c' has 
points of the form (m, (3/2)%(m) - 2) for m g L(b,c) so that u' - (u,l) £ 
L(b',c'). Similarly v' - (v,l/2) e L(a',u'). Now the line containing 
v ' ,  b' has points of the form (m, (7/6)ir(m) - 2/3) for m c L(v,b). Thus 
w ' ■ (w,-13/9) e L(v',b'). But w' i L(a',c') as w would correspond to 
the point (w,-2/3) e L(a',c'). Hence axiom C is not satisfied by triangle 
(a,0), (b,4), (c,-2).
EXAMPLE (3). If X is an open convex set in E^ with usual lines where the 
order-isomorphisms are natural homeomorphisms between open intervals and 
the reals, then X * fR does not satisfy axiom C.
As a specific example let X be the interior of the square whose 
vertices are (+ 4, +4), Let a ■ (0,0), b = (2,2), and c ■ (2,0) with 
u " (2,1), V - (1,1/2) and w ■ (2/3,0) so that u e be, v e au and 
V e wb, w e ac. For L(b,c) let it be second coordinate projection followed 
by T:(-4,4) -*• IR where t(t) = t// 16 - t^ ; for the others let u be first 
coordinate projection followed by t. Consider three distinct points in 
X X fR , a* “ (a,0), b’ « (b,2//~T ), and c' = (c,l//^ ). The correspond­
ing u', v' are then u' = (u, (I + / 5 )// 15~ ) and v’ =
(v, (1 + )/(2/l5)). On the line L(u',v') the correspondent to w is
w' * (w, 2/(3/ 15)) whereas on L(a',c'), w corresponds to w" *
(w. I// 35 ), Hence axiom C is not satisfied by triangle a',b',c*.
We now consider what bearing axiom C in X x /R has on properties 
of X, As we shall see, quite strong consequences can be developed. We 
shall assume that axiom C holds throughout the results 2.13. through
2,17. below.
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2.13. LEMMA» Let x,y,z be non-colllnear points in X, X c IR where 
u e (xy) f V c (uz), and m c (yz) such that v e (xm).
(a) If d(u,y) ■ Xd(x,y), d(v,u) = Xd(z,v) then d(v,m) ■ Xd(x,m) and
d(m,y) - Xd(z,y).
(b) If d(u,y) - Xd(x,y), d(m,y) ■ Xd(z,y) then d(v,u) - Xd(z,v) and
d(v,m) ■ Xd(x,v).
Proof. Consider the points (x,0), (y,l), (z,2) in X x fR , Then by
Lemma 2.4. we have the (u,l - X) e (x,0)(y,l) and (v,l) e (u,l - X)(z,2).
Now by axiom C in X , there exists p such that (m,p) e(y,l)(z,2) and 
(v,l) G (x,0)(m,w).
u
X
Figure 2.
Thus by definition of lines in X % we have for L(y,z) and L(x,v) 
respectively
(*) d(z,y) d(z,y)
Considering the points (x,0), (y,l/(l - X)), (z,l) in X x /R we have by 
Lemma 2.4. that
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(u,l) e (x,0) (y, Y ^  (v,l) e (u,l)(z,l).
By axiom C In X % IR , there exists M* such that
(m,y*) c -)(z^ i), (v,l) e (m,y')(x,0).
Thus for L(y,z) and L(x,v) respectively we have
y' - d(z,m) 1 + d(m.y) . 1
d(z,y) 1 - X d(z,y)
(**)
, _ d(x,m) . 1 + d(mjV)_ . q
d(x,v) d(x,v)
Now the second equations in (*) and (**) refer to L(x,v) and yield 
that y ■ y'. The first equations refer to L(y,z) and yield
d(z,m) + 2d(m,y) -  ^^ ~  d(z,m) + d(m,y)
or equivalently
d(m,y) = Xd(z,y).
Thus y ” (1 -X) + 2 X = 1 + X from equation 1 in (*), so by the second
equation in (**)
l + X .  ^
or equivalently
d(v,m) = Xd(x,v).
Hence (a) is completed,
(b) We shall prove the left equation; symmetry will yield the 
right equation. Choose v* e L(u,z) such that d(v',u) = Xd(z,v')«
Since 0 ^  X ^ 1, v' e uz, so by axiom C there exists m* e yz such 
that v’ e xm'. By (a) d(v',m') = Xd(x,v') and d(m',y) » Xd(z,y). But 
d(m,y) = Xd(z,y) so that d(m',y) = d(m,y) or m « m'. Since lines 
joining two points are unique v *= v'. Hence, d(v,u) ■ Xd(z,v) and
14
d(v,m) ■ Ad(x,v), (b) is completed,
REMARK; We note that in (a) for X - 1/2, (that is when u is the midpoint 
of X and y and v is 1/3 the distance from u to z) then v is 1/3 the 
distance from m to x and m is the midpoint of y and z. In (b) for 
X « 1/2 we obtain the following familiar geometric theorem.
2.14. THEOREM. The medians of a triangle are concurrent at a point which 
is 1/3 the distance on the median from the midpoint of a side to the 
vertex opposite that side.
2.15. LE?iMA. Let x, y, z be non-collinear 
points , x', y*, m, ip' e X such that x’ c (xy),
z' e (zy) , m' c (x'y') » ® E (xz) , and m' e (my) . If
for X, ac!R^ d(x*,y) = Xd(x,y), d(z',y) * Xd(z,y)
and d(x',m') = ad(x',y'), then d(x,m) = ad(x,z)
and d(m’,y) = Xd(m,y).
Proof. Consider the points (x,l), (y,0), (z,g) in X ^ fR where 
6 ~ —° , Then by Lemma 2.4. (x',X) e (x,l)(y,0), (z', Xg) e
(y*0)(z,B), (m',0) e (x',X)(z', Xg) and (m’,0) e (y,0)(m,0). But
since X  ^IR, is a G.L.S. (m,0) e (x,l)(z,g) so that by Lemma 2,4.
d(x,m) = ad(x,z).
For the second equation we consider the points (x,l), (y,0), (z,l) 
in Xx/R, By Lemma 2.4. we have (x’,X) e (x,l)(y,0), (z’,X) e (y,0)(z,l). 
(m*,X)e (x',X)(z',X) and (m,l) e(x,l)(z,l). But since X x R is a G.L.S. 
(m',X) e (m,l)(y,0) so that by Lemma 2.4. d(m',y) = Xd(m,y).
We are now able to define two operations + : X x X X and
• : /R. X X -> X 60 that X becomes a vector space over fR with respect
X
X
Figure 3.
15
to +,• .
Let 6 be a fixed element of X. If x * 6 let d be the
distance function of an arbitrary line through 6 so that d(8,x) - 0, If
X f 8 then d is as in Definition 2.2,, d(8,x) * tt(x ) - ir(8) where r
is an order-isomorphism of L(8,x) to /R ,
2.16, DEFINITION. For each x, y eX define the midpoint tn of xy to be the
unique point m on L(x,y) such that d(x,m) » (l/2)d(x,y) if x f y and
m " X if X " y. Define x + y to be the unique point z such that
z e L(8,m) and d(8,z) " 2d(8,m), where m is midpoint of xy.
2.17. DEFINITION. For each x e X, X e IR define X *x to be the
unique ye L(6,x) such that d(8,y) = Xd(0,x).
We need to show that (X; +, •) is a left module. The abelian
group properties for (+) are clear except for associativity; thus, we
shall check the following for all X, p e [R , x, y, z e X:
(i) X'(w'x) = (Xp)'x
(ii) 1 "X = X
(iii) (X + y ) » x  * X * x + p * x
(iv) X » ( x  + y) = X » x  + X * y
(v) (x + y) + z = X + (y + z).
Proof of (1). Now y • X » y if y e  L(8,x) such that d(9,y) =
yd(8,x), and X »(yx) - X » y “ z i f z e  L(0,y) = L(9,x) such that 
d(8,z) = Xd(8,y). Thus d(0,z) = X(yd(6,x)) = (Xy)d(0,x) or
X • (y*x) = z = (Xy) • x.
Proof of (ii). Now 1 • x = y if y e  L(0,x) such that d(0,y) =
ld(0,x). But by properties of d, d(0,y) » d(0,x) implies y « x. Thus
16
1 • X • X.
Proof of (111). (X + y)« X ■ X«x + w*x. We first note that 
(X + y)«x, X X, y*x c L(6,x). Now X « x + w » x " z  if z e L(8,x) 
such that d(8,z) « 2d(0,m) where la is midpoint of (X»x)(v»x). That 
is, d(Xx,m) - (l/2)d(X»x,y»x). But
d(X«x,p*x) ■ d(X'x,8) + d(8,yx)
and d(6,m) - d(8,X*x) + d(X«x,m)
so that
d(6,z) ■ 2d(8,m) « 2d(8,X*x) + 2d(X«x,m)
- 2d(8,X»x) + [d(X*x,8) + d(8,p'x)j 
" d(8,X»x) + d(6,p«x)
■ (X + p)d(8,x).
Thus z “ (X+ p ) » x » X * x +  X»y.
Proof of (iv)« X*(x + y) = X»x + X*y, Let m, m' be midpoints 
of X and y , X*x and X»y respectively. If X = 0 or x = y, the 
assertion is clear. By Lemma 2,15, d(8,m') = Xd(6,m) and m' £ L(6,m).
Thus X«(x + y), X'x + X'y e L(6,m) and d(6,X»(x + y)) * Xd(8, x + y)“
X»2d(8,m) = 2d(8,m') ■ d(8,X*x + X'y),
Hence X'(x + y) «= X'x + X'y,
Proof of (v). (x + y) + z = x + (y + z), The proof is the same
as the proof given in Kay [4] in a different setting, but will be included
for the purpose of completeness. Assume none of x, y, z = 6, for otherwise, 
the assertion is trivial.
Case 1, X = y * z, x + ( x + x ) = ( x + x ) + x  by commutativity.
Case 2. Ii x, y, z, 6 are collinear then assertion follows from (iii).
Case 3. x f y » z. Let m be the midpoint of xy, m' the midpoint of y and
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X + y, and the midpoint of x and 2y. Let rcL(0,m*) H L(x,y),
8 c L(8,m^) ^  L(x,y). Considering 0 , 2y, x we have by Lemma 2,13. 
d(y,s) " (I/3)d(y,x), For 9 , x + y, y we have by Lemma 2.13. d(m,r) 
(l/3)d(m,y). Since d(y,m) - (l/2)d(y,x) we have d(y,s) - (l/3)d(y,x) 
(l/3)«2d(y,m) or equivalently d(m,s) " (l/3)d(m,y). Hence r - s, and 
m^ - m* by Lemma 2.3, and assertion follows.
e
+ y)
X + 2y
+ y) + y
Figure 4,
Case 4. x * y f z
(x + y) + z = z + (x + y) = z + (y + x) “ (z + y) + x
” X + (z + y) “ X + (y + z).
Case 5. x = z y Similar to (4).
Case 6. Suppose x, y, z are distinct, Including when x, y, z pairwise
collinear with 0, Let m be the midpoint of xy, m^ the midpoint of x + y
and z, m* the midpoint of y and z, and m^' the midpoint of x and y + z.
Considering 0, x, y + z, we have by Lemma 2,13, that 2d(r,m') =
d(x,r). Considering 0, z, x + y, we have 2d(s,m) * d(z,s). Considering 
X, y, z we have 2d(t,m) = d(z,t) and 2d(t,m') ■ d(x,t). Combining the 
first and the last we have r = t and the middle two yield s = t. Thus
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r • t ■ 8 and by Lemna 2,13. mj ■ nij^* so that x + (y + z) ■ (x + y) + z,
e
Figure 5,
Thus under the assumption that X and X ^ IR are G.L.S.'s we see 
that (X; +, •) is a real vector space. However, if X is a real vector 
space, then X x R  is a real vector space. So we have:
2.18. THEOREM. X ^ IR is a G.L.S. if and only if X is a vector space. 
Since X X is a real vector space whenever X is a vector space,
we have:
2.19. COROLLARY. Axiom C in X x is equivalent to the vector space 
axioms in X  ^IR ,
We now investigate a generalization of products of the type X  ^IR, 
It is possible to generalize all the results for X x IR, to X % V where V 
is any vector space. But a further generalization is possible from which 
the results for X x v can be obtained as a special case. Consider a 
product X X Y for two G.L.S.'s X and Y with families of lines %, 
respectively and d, d* the respective distance functions.
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2.20. DEFINITION. A line In X x Y is any set of one of the following
three types (x, y ex, x', y' e Y) :
{x> X L'(x',y'), L(x,y) x {x'}
{ Cm,m’) I m c L(x,y),m'e L'(x',y'), ' T'(x',y')
REMARK. By the order-isomorphisms of X and Y , for each m e L(x,y),
X f y, there exists m’ e L(x',y*), x* f y' such that
s and conversely.
d(x,y) d*(x',y')
Let us now consider the structure of X x Y as it pertains to the 
axioms of a G.L.S.
The lines of X x Y have a natural order as follows : For lines of
the form {m} x L* define (m,x') —  (n^ y') if and only if d'(y',x') 5^ 0.
For lines of the form L x {m'} define (x,m') - (y,m') if and only if
d(y,x) _> 0, For lines of the third type L((x,x'),(y,y*)) define
(z,z'} ^  (m,m') if and only if d(m,z) 2  0, From the properties of d 
and d* these lines are then order-isomorphic to the reals. Hence axiom A 
is satisfied.
Let (x,x*), (y,y') G X x y . If x = y then the line {x}’<L* (x',y*) 
is a line joining (x,x') and (y,y*). By definition of the other types 
of lines this is the only possibility, and it is unique since L*(x’,y') 
is unique . If x* *= y' then then above applies to the line L(x,y) x
{x*}. Thus suppose x î* y and x’ ^ y*. The line joining (x,x') and
(y,y') has points of the form (m,m*) where m e L(x,y), m' e L'(x*,y')
and d{xt^ ~ “ d' (x'l^j * Since L(x,y) and L'(x*,y’) are both unique,
L((x,x’), (y,y')) is unique. Hence axiom B is satisfied.
By our previous examples we know that X x Y need not satisfy axiom C.
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2.21, LEMMA. Let (tn,m*) c L((x,x'),(y,y')) x f y, x' f y*. Then
d(x.m) „ d'(x'.m') if and only if df"'?) . .
d(x,y) d'(x',y') d(x,y) d'(x',y')
Proof. Immediate from properties of d and d',
2.22, LEMMA. Let e L((x,x'),(y,y')) x ^ y, x* ^  y', X e IR,
Then d(x,m) = Xd(x,y) if and only if d'(x',m') » Xd'(x',y').
Proof. Since L((x,x'),(y,y')) is of type three, the equivalence
is immediate from definition,
2.23, DEFINITION, Let (x,x'), (y,y'), and (z,z') be any three collinear 
points in XxY, Then (y,y') is said to be between (x,x’) and (z,z*) 
if and only if either y is between x and z in X, or x » y ■ z and y' is 
between x' and z' in Y,
Followinc the usual manner in which flats are defined in terms of 
lines, we adopt the following.
2.24, DEFINITION, A flat in X % Y is a set F such that for all p,q e F 
then L(p,q) o F. A flat II is called a hyperplane in X * Y if and only 
if H is a maximal proper flat in X % Y, If A X x Y then the flat
spanned by A is fl(A) = 0{F | A c F, F is a flat in X % Y},
2.25, DEFINITION. A mapping f: X -*■ Y is called linear if and only if
the graph f = {(x,f(x)) 1 x e X} is a flat in X % y,
2.26, THEOREM. The graph of every linear function f from X to Y is a 
hyperplane in X % Y,
Proof, The proof follows the argument of Theorem 2,10, Suppose
there exists H a flat in X % Y such that graph f ^  H c. x x Y, Let
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(%,%') G X X Y \  H, We will show (x,x*) e H, Let (y,y*)  ^H\graph f
such that a - d'(x',f(x)) + d'(f(y),y') f 0, Let z t L(x,y) such that
ir(z) - n(y) + ÉliÜZlüLl TT(x),
If X «y, then let z' c L'(y',f(x)). If x f y then there exists z’ such 
that
d(x,z) _ d'(x'.z') _ d*(f(x),z*)
d(x,y) d'(x',f(y)) d'(f(x),y')
or (z,z') c L((x,x'),(y,f(y)))nL((x,f(x)),(y,y’)). Since L((x,f(x)), 
(y»y*)) C H we have (z,z') e H. Hence L((z,z*) ,(y,y')) C H so that
(x,x') G H. Thus H = X X Y.
The definition of linear function from X to Y did not require that 
X and Y both satisfy axiom C. We consider then two theorems relating the 
concept of linearity and axiom C.
2.27. THEOREM. Let X be a G.L.S. and Y satisfy only axioms A and B. If 
f is a linear onto mapping from X to Y, then Y is a G.L.S.
Proof. Let x',y',z’,u',v' e Y such that u' e (x'y*), v' e (u'z’).
Since F is onto there exist x,y,z,u,v e X such that f(x) = x*, f(y) =
y’, f(z) ” z', f(u) “ u', f(v) = v’ and by Lemma 2,22, u e (xy),
V e (uz). Now by axiom C in X there exists w e (xz) such that v e (wy).
Since graph f is a flat
d(x.w) _ d*(x',f(w)) and d(y.w)  ^ d*(y*,f(w))
d(x,z) d*(x',z') d(y,v) d*(y*,v')
Thus f(w) E (x'z') and v' e (f(w)y*). Now Y clearly satisfies the
special cases of axiom C, so Y is a G.L.S.
2.28. THEOREM. Let X satisfy only axioms A and B, Y be a G.L.S. If f
is linear, one-to-one mapping from X to Y, then X is a G.L.S.
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Proof» Let x, y, z, u, v e X such that u e (xy), v e (uz). Then 
for distinct x, y, z, f being linear and one-to-one yields f(x), f(y), 
f(u), f(v), f(z) distinct. By Lemma 2.22. and graph f is flat we obtain 
u’ c (x'y')» V* e (u*z')« But axiom C in Y yields w* e (x'z') such 
that v' e w'y*. By Lemma 2,22. and graph f is a flat, we have there
exists w c (xz) such that f(w) ■ w', and v e (wy). Since X satisfies
the special cases of axiom C, we have that X is a G.L.S.
We now investigate the structure of X and Y when X, Y, and X x Y
are G.L.S.
2,29. LEMMA. Let x, y, z be non-collinear points in X, and u,v,w,m e X 
such that u e (xy), v e (yz), m e (uv), w t (xz), and m c (yw).
If » X - » and d(u,m) ■ d(m,v) then d(x,w) - d(w,z)
and d(m,y) = Xd(w,y).
Proof. Consider the points (x,y'),- (y,y*), (z,z*), y' ^ z' in 
X X Y. Now by properties of d' in Y, there exists v' e (y*z') such that 
d'(v',y') “ d'(z',y'), so that by definition of lines (v,v*)e(y,y'-)(z,z*).
Also there exists m' e (y*v') such that d'(y',ra') ■ d'(n',v'). Since 
(u,y') e (x,y')(y,y’>, we have by definition of lines that (m,m*) e 
(u,y*)(v,v’), X X Y is a G.L.S. so that there exists 
(w,w’) e LC(x,y'),(z,z')) nL((m,m'),(y,y’>) such that
d(x,w) d*(y*,w') d(y,m) _ d'(y'.m')
d(x,z) d'(y*,z') ?(y,w) d‘(y*,w“) '
Considering the points (x,z'), (y,y*), (z,y'), we obtain in like manner 
(w,w") e L((x,z’),(z,y')) nL((m,m*),(y,y')) such that
d(x,w) d'Cz'.w") d(y,m) d'(y',m')
( ) d-u'.y') d x T v n  '
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Comparing the second two equations of (*), (**) respectively we have that
w* " w"« Then the first two equations yield that d'(y',w') ■ d'(w',z')
from which,by Lemma 2,22, we have that d(x,w) = d(w,z).
To establish d(m,y) - %d(w,y) we consider the points (x,x'), (y,y*)»
(z,z*), x' f y'. Now there exists u' e (x'y*) such that d*(u',y*) ■ 
Xd'(x',y'), Since d(u,y) = Xd(x,y) we have by definition of lines that 
(u,u*) e (x,x')(y,y') and since d(v,y) « Xd(z,y) we have (v,u') c 
(y*y')(z,x*)' Now (m,u') e (u,u*)(v,u') and (w,x'> c (x,x')(z,x') so 
that slice X x y is a G.L.S, (m,u') e (w,x')(y,y'). By definition of
lines = d'Cx''Iy'T d'(u',y') - Xd'(x',y') so that
d(m,y) * Xd(w,y), completing the proof.
We observe that the same arguments hold for Y so we have:
2.30. COROLLARY. Let x',y',z' be non-collinear points in Y, and u',v',
w',m' e Y such that u' e (x'y'), v' e (y'r'), m' e (u'v'), w' e (x'z')
and m' e (y'w'). If = X = , and d'(u',m') » d'(m',v')
Q * y } Q >y )
then d'(x',w') = d'(w',z'), and d'(m',y') = Xd'(w'.y').
2.31. LEWfA. Let x,y,z be non-collinear points in X, u,m,v e X such that 
u E (xy), V E (yz), and m e (xv) (1 (uz). If d(x,u) = d(u,y) and
d(z,v) “ d(v,y) then d(u,m) = (l/2)d(m,z) and d(v,m) = (l/2)d(m,x).
Proof. Consider the points (x,x'), (y,y'), (z,z') in X x Y where 
y' f z' and x' is midpoint of y'z'. Then (v,x') e (y,y')(z,z') and
(m,x') E (x,x')(v,x'). Since X x Y is a G.L.S. there exists u' such
that (u,u') E (x,x')(y,y')n(m,x')(z,z'). By Lemma 2.22.
(*) d(u,m) = d'fu'.x') d(x,u) _ d'(x',u') _ 1
d(m,z) d'(x ,z‘) d(.x,y) d' (x' ,y') 2
Now d'(x',z') = d'(y',x') so that
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1 _ d'(x'.u') d'(x',u*) d'(x'.u') _ d(u,m) .
2 d-rtr!?) - -^Tx'lz') - roîiT
By symmetry we have d(v,m) " (l/2)d(m,x), completing the proof.
2.32. COROLLARY, Let x*, y', z* be non-collinear points in Y, u', m',
v' c Y such that u' e (x'y*), v'e (y'z') and m* e (u'z')(x'v'), If 
d'(x',u') “ d'(u',y') and d'(z',v') - d'(v',y') then d'(u',m') - 
d/2)d'(m',z') and d'(v',m') = (l/2)d'(m',x').
Since the definitions 2.16. and 2.17. made use of only the distance 
function on a G.L.S., we have definitions for +, • on X and Y respectively, 
and can prove the following.
2.33. THEOREM. If X, Y, X x Y are each a G.L.S. then X and Y are
real vector spaces.
2.34. COROLLARY. If V is a real vector space, X and X x V are each a
G.L.S., then X is a real vector space.
The discussion of the product of X and Y each of which is a
G.L.S. was motivated by considering the structure of X x in
formulating a definition of linear function. We conclude with the following.
CONJECTURE. Let f be a linear mapping from X to Y, If X, Y, and X x y
are each a G.L.S. then f is onto or trivial.
CHAPTER III
GENERALIZED LINEAR SPACE VIA PROPERTIES 
ON THE GENERALIZED DUAL
We now consider the question of what type of properties on a set of 
real-valued functions are necessary or desirable in order to describe 
geometric properties in the domain set. Ky Fan [2] considered a similar 
situation, but was concerned with properties which would require the 
functions to be lower-semi continuous in reference to a convexity 
structure.
Throughout the discussion X will be an arbitrary non-empty set 
and 3' will be a non-empty subset of the generalized dual of X, the family 
of all functions from X to with usual operations. We shall consider 
the following properties of X and 5" and their effect on X:
PI. T  is element distinguishing; that is, for all x, y e X
X # y there exists f e 3^ such that f(x) f f(y).
P2. 3 is a real module under usual function addition and real
multiplication.
P3. For each f e 3^, if for some x, y e X and a e 2??,
f(x) < a < f(y), then there exists z e f” (^a) such that
z E g”^[g(x),g(y)] for each g e 3 .
' P4. For all x, y e X, there exists z / x, y such that
y e g [^g(x),g(z)3 for each g e J  .
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P5. For X, y e X and a c A{f” (^a) | f e ?  and f(x) ■ 
f(y) - a} Ï* X.
NOTATION. For X, u c //? , [X,jj] = {Ç [ X ^  Ç _< y or X :> y}.
REMARK. By way of summary we could say that the first two properties 
above pertain to the family of functions , whereas the next two proper­
ties are combined properties of ^  and X. The last merely requires X to 
be at least 2-dimensional.
EXAMPLES. Let X be a real vector space. Examples of "V are:
(1) 3^2* the family of linear functionals,
(2) “T 2* the family of convex functionals.
We now consider a set mapping o which is shown to be a segment
operator; that is, for x, y e X
(i) {x,y} c o(x,y),
(ii) {u,v} c o(x,y) implies a(u,v)c o(x,y).
3.1. DEFINITION. Define the map o : X x x P(X) as follows:
(x,y) K  (x,y) = (x),f(y)l 1 f e
3.2. LEMMA. {x,y} c o(x,y).
Proof. Clear since {x,y} c f"^[f(x),f(y)) for all f e
3.3. LEMMA. {u,v} c a(x,y) implies o(u,v)c o(x,y).
Proof. Let w e o(u,v) so that f(w) e [f(u),f(vj] for all
f e Now since {u,v} e o(x,y) we have {f(u),f(v)} c [f(x),f(y^
for all f E 3^  , Thus £f(u),f(v)j c  (f(x),f(y^ for all f e 3.
Hence
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f(w) e [f (u), f (v)] C  ^(x),f(y)^ for ail f e 3T,
or w E f 1 (x), f (y)] for ail f e '5‘,
Thus V e o(x,y) and o(u,v) C  cr(x,y).
Since o is a segment operator, we can obtain a natural convexity 
structure on X.
3.4. DEFINITION. Let A C X. A set A is called convex If and only If 
o(x,y) C  A for all x, y e A. Ç  “ {A C X | A Is convex } Is called 
a convexity structure on X,
REMARK. We note that as a result of property (11) above for segment 
operators, each segment o(x,y) Is convex. Moreover, 6 Is a T^ convexity 
structure (that Is» {x} c G  for all x e X) since 3T Is element
distinguishing and a(x,x) = {x} for each x.
Now Ç  has an associated hull-operator H, defined by
H( C ) = n (A 1 A e Ç , C C A}, C C X.
3.5. THEOREM. H({x,y}) » o(x,y).
Proof. Since H({x,y}) ■ H {A e G | {x,y} C A} and {x,y} C
o(x,y) £ C » we have that H({x,y>) C o(x,y). Now o(x,y) C A for all
A c  C such that {x,y} C A, so that o(x,y) c  H({x,y}). Hence we have 
the desired equality.
NOTATION. From this point on we use more standard notation: 
o(x,y) = xy , (xy = o(x,y) \  {x>
xyz if and only if y e o(x,z).
3.6. DEFINITION. A function is called convex if for C e G then f(C )
is convex as a set of real numbers, A function is called preconvex if
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f 1(C) e C for each convex subset C of
3.7. LEMMA. Each f c J  Is preconvex and convex.
Proof. Let C be a convex subset of IR., Let x, y c f”l(C), let
z e xy. We need to show z c f"l(C ) . Now by definition of a , z e
[g(x),g(y^| C  f“l \^ f(x),f(y>3 . Since [f(x),f(y)]c C , we have
z G f“l [ f (x) ,f (y)3cf”l ( C ) . Hence f“l ( C) Is convex under C so that
f is preconvex.
Let C eC* x' f y'C f(C), and choose a e [x’,y*J . Now there
exists X, y e C such that f(x) * x’, f(y) “ y'. Since a E[f(x), f(y>3
there exists by P3 z e f”l(a) such that z Gg”l[g(x),g(yj] for all g e
Thus z E xy C  C and f(z) « a e f(C). Hence f(C) is convex.
We now derive three important properties of segments will be useful 
in the definition of lines,
3.8. LEMMA. For each x, y e X and f E 3 , f is either trivial or 
one-to-one on xy.
Proof. We assume x f y, since xx = {x}. Suppose f is not trivial
and not one-to-one on xy. Thus there exist u f v E xy such that f(u) =
f(v). Now u e f”l [ f(x),f(yÿ] so we may assume f(x) _< f(u) » f(v) <_ 
f(y). Since f is not trivial on xy, we have either f(x) ^ f(u) or
f(v) f f(y); in particular f(x) < f(y). By PI there exists g e 3"
such that g(u) / g(v). Now u, v e g“l [ g(x), g(y)] and we assume 
g(x) > g(y) (if not, replace g with -g), Define h = ag + f where a 
is the unique real such that a(g(x) - g(y)) ” f(y) - f(x). Since g(x) > 
gCy) and f(y) > f(x) we have a > 0. Also for this choice of a, we have 
h(x) “ h(y), for
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-•> - • •<- ■ 
•' !%(*''' '
Now h(u) “ ag(u) + f(u) f ag(v) + f(v) « h(v) since o > 0, g(u) î* g(v)
and f(u) ■ f(v). But u, v g h”^fh(x), h(y)] and since h(x) ■ h(y),
we have h(x) ■ h(v) “ h(u) ■ h(y). Thus we have a contradiction.
3.9, LEMMA. If z exy, z f xy then xz A  zy ■ {z}.
Proof. Now there exists gc 3 such that g(x) f g(y). Hence g
Is one-to-one on xy and
{z} C (xz n zy) A  xy
C Af~^ [f(x), f(z)l r\ f**^ [f(z), f(y)l r\ xy
fe y fe y
C g”  ^[g(x), g(z)l A  g“  ^ [g(z), g(y)l n  xy 
g"^  (g(z>) r\ xy » {z}.
3.10. LEî^ MA.» If ze xy, then xz U zy * xy
Proof. By Lemma 3.3. we have xzUzyCxy. To avoid trivialities, 
let X f y, and let ue xy \zy. Thus
h(z) E {^h(x), h(y)3 for all h e  Ir
h(u) E ^h(x), h(y)] for all h e
and there exists g e T  such that 
g(u)  ^ [g(z>, gCy)] .
Since g(z) e [g(x), g(y)] , we have [g(x>, g(y)] - |g(x), g(z>] U  
g(y)] • But g(u) e [g(x), g(y)] so that g(u) ^[g(z), g(y)] 
yields g(u) e [g(x), g(z)] . Now f(u) e[f(x), f(z)] for functions trivial 
on xy, so that we consider when f Is not trivial (that Is, one-to-one) 
on xy.
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Claim. f(u) c [f(x),f(z)] for u f x, z.
Suppose not. Since f(u) c [f (x), f (y)] " (f (x) ,f (z^ U [f(z),f(y)] ,
we have f(u) e [f(z),f(y)]. Define a new function h c by setting 
h ■ of + g where a is the unique real such that o(f(x) - f(y)) ■
g(y) - g(x). Since f(x) f f(y), a is well defined and is such that h(x)
h(y) ■ X. Also from z e xy it follows that X » h(z). Similarly
X ■ h(u). Now we have X ■ h(x) ■ h(y) ■ h(u) = h(z), which yields
X - of(x) + g(x) - af(y) + g(y) » af(u) + g(u) - af(z) + g(z),
and since f is one-to-one on xy and ui* y, u f z, we have
g(y) - g(u) g(z) - g(u)
“ " f(u) - fCy) “ f(u) - f(z) *
Now g(z) - g(u) f 0 (otherwise, g(u)e [g(z),g(y)] ) so we have
g(y) - s(u) ^ f(y) - f(u)
gCz) - g(u) f(z) - f(u)
But this is impossible for g(u)/ [g(z),g(y)] and f(u) e [f(z),f(y)].
Hence the claim is established.
Thus f(u) e [f(x),f(z)] for all f c Î and u e xz. It follows
that xy C xzUzy and xy » xzUzy,
We now define "lines" in X and show that they possess all of the 
natural geometric properties,
3.11. DEFINITION. For all x,y e X, the line joining x and y is taken to 
be the set
L(x,y) = n{f"^(a) I f G 3 and f(x) = f(y) ■ a}.
REMARK. If X ■ y then by PI, L(x,x) “ {x}.
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3.12. LEMMA, xy c L(x,y) = L(y,x).
Proof, xy « o(x,y) = ^ tf”^Cf(x) ,f(y)J I f ^
c n { f ‘’^(ot) I f c Î  and f(x) ■ f(y) - a}
• L(x,y) “ L(y,x).
3.13. LEMMA. If x 1* u e L(x,y), then L(x,y) c L(x,u).
Proof. Suppose not. Let z e L(x,y)\.L(x,u). Since z i L(x,u)
and by P5 L(x,y) f X, there exists gC ^  such that g(x) " g(u) J* g(z).
By PI there exists f c Î such that f(x) f f(u). If g(x) ■ g(y) then
z e L(x,y) implies g(x) “ g(y) ■ g(z), a contradiction of function g.
Thus we assume g(x) ^ g(y) and define h as follows: h ■ ag + f where
a is the unique real such that a(g(y) - g(x)) ■ f(x) - f(y). If
f(x) “ f(y), then we have a contradiction of u e L(x,y),since f(x) f f(u).
Thus a is non-zero. Now a was chosen so that h(x) * h(y). We thus
obtain h(x) “ ag(x) + f(x) and h(u) «= ag(u) + f(u), so that a f 0,
g(x) ■ g(u), and f(x) ^ f(u) imply h(x) f h(u). But u e L(x,y) so 
that h(x) ■ h(y) = h(u). The contradiction then establishes the result.
3.14. LEMttA. If u Î* V e L(x,y) with x u, y f v then L(x,y) c L(u,v).
Proof. If u - y then Lemma 3,13. applies to u y c L(x,y). If
V ■ X then Lemma 3.13. applies to u x e L(x,y). Thus assume u j* y and
V Î* X. Now Lemma 3.13. applied to u e L(x,y) implies L(x,y) C L(x,u).
Also, V e L(x,y) C L(x,u), so that since v f x,u we apply Lemma 3.13. to 
obtain L(x,u) C L(u,v). Thus L(x,y)C L(u,v).
3.15. THEOREM. If u f v c L(x,y) with x,u,v,y distinct then 
L(x,y) - L(u,v).
Proof. By Lemma 3.14. L(x,y) C L(u,v). Now x,y c L(x,y) and
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X, y, u, V distinct so that Lemma 3.14. applies to x, y e L(u,v)» yielding 
L(u,v) C L(x,y). Hence L(x,y) = L(u,v).
3.16. COROLLARY. Each pair of distinct points has a unique line contain­
ing them.
We now show that the lines could have been defined in terms of the 
segment operator o.
3.17. THEOREM. For x f y, L(x,y) = {z | xzy, zxy, or xyz}.
Proof. If (xzy), then by Lemma 3.12. z e xy C L(x,y). If (zxy) 
then X E L(z,y) so by Lemma 3.13. L(z,y) C L(x,y) or z e L(x,y). If 
(xyz) then by Lemma 3.13. y e L(x,z) C L(x,y) so that z e L(x,y). If
X = z or z *• y then z e L(x,y). Hence {z | xzy, zxy, or xyz} C L(x,y). •
For the second part, suppose z e L(x,y), z i xy, x k zy, and y k xz. 
Then there exist f, g, h e 3r such that
f(x) k [f(z),f(y)| 
g(y) i [g(x),g(z)J 
h(z) k [h(x) ,h(y)] .
Now define G = 6g + h + f where 6(g(x) - g(y))=* f(y) - f(x) + h(y) -h(x). 
Since g(x) g(y), B is well defined and G(x) = G(y). If G(x) f G(z) 
then we have a contradiction of z e L(x,y), Thus c(x) = G(z) = G(y) and
Bg(x) + h(x) + f(x) = 3g(z) + h(z) + f(z) = gg(y) + h(y) + f(y)
from which follows
B(g(z) - g(y)) = f(y) - f(z) + h(y) - h(z).
Let g(z) - g(y) => a(g(x) - g(y)) where a 0 since g(z) f g(y). Using
the definition of B we have
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6(g(z) - g(y)) “ f(y) - f(z) + h(y) - h(z)
- a3(g(x) - g(y)) “ a(f(y) - f(x) + h(y) - h(x)).
Thus we obtain
(*) (1 - o)h(y) + ah(x) - h(z) ■ -((1 - a)f(y) + of(x) - f(z)).
New g(y) i [g(x),g(z)ï so that a > 0. If 0 < o ^  1 then
(l-o)h(y) + ah(x) - h(z) ^ 0, for otherwise h(z) e \h(x),h(y)] , a contra­
diction. Hence a > 1, and (l-a)f(y) + of(x) - f(z) f 0, for otherwise
f(x) e [f(z),f(y^| , a contradiction. Thus (*) is an equality of non­
zero quantities. If we replace h by 2h then 2h(z) i. [2h(x),2h(y^| since 
h(z) i [h(x),h(y]Q , and (*) will no longer be an equality. Thus we
have a contradiction and L(x,y) - {z | xzy, zxy, or xyz}.
3.18. LEMMA. For all x, y c X, there exist z, u distinct from x and y
such thct xyz end uxy.
Proof. By PA there exists z ^ x, y such that g(y) e [g(x),g(z^ |
for all g e Î . Thus y e xz or equivalently xyz. Similarly there 
exists u such that g(x) e [g(u),g(y^ for all g so that uxy.
3.19. LEMMA. Each f e Î  is either trivial or one-to-one on lines of X.
Proof. Immediate from L(x,y) = {z | xzy, zxy, or xyz} and from
Lemma 3.8. which states that each function is either trivial or one-to-one 
on xy for all x,y.
Each line in X can now be given an order via the segments on that 
line as shown by Shirley . We define for each line in X an order via 
non-trivial functions on that line. A relationship between that ordering 
and segments is then established yielding a connection to Shirley's work.
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3.20. DEFINITION» Let x f y e X, f be a non-trivial function on L(x,y). 
For ail u, v c L(x,y), define u ^  v if and only if f(u) £  f(v).
Define u ^  v if and only if u v or u - v.
3.21. LEMMA, xy ■ {z C L(x,y) | x z y} where g is a one-to-one
function on L(x,y) such that g(x) ^g(y).
Proof. If X " y then both sides are {x}. Thus suppose x f y. If 
z c xy C L(x,y), then f(z) e [f(x),f(y)] for all f t )  so certainly 
g(z) E [g(x),g(y)]. Since g(x) < g(y) we have g(x) ^ g(z) ^  g(y) and 
z belongs to the right hand side.
Let z E L(x,y), x ^  z ^  y and f E 3r. Define h - ag + f
where o(g(y) - g(x)) = f(x) - f(y). Now g(x) f g(y) since x y and
g is one-to-one; thus a is well defined. For this choice of a, h(x)=h(y); 
hence, h is trivial on L(x,y). Thus h(x) - h(z) - h(y) or
(1) ctg(x) + f(x) = ag(z) + f(z)
(2) = ag(y) + f(y).
if a >0, then since g(x) - g(z) < 0, g(z) - g(y) < 0 we have (1) implies
a(g(x) - g(z)) - f(z) - f(x) 0 or f(x) ^f(z) 
and (2) implies
a(g(z) - g(y)) - f(y) - f(z) ^ 0  or f(z) ^f(y).
Hence f(x) ^  f(z) ^ f(y). If a < 0 then (1) yields f(x) < f(z) and (2)
yields f(z) < f(y), so that f(x) < f(z) < f(y). Thus in either case
f(z) E ff(x),f(y)3 . Since f was an arbitrary element of "J", we have that 
z E xy,
3.22. COROLLARY. ^  is equivalent to either or for g, f non-trivial
functions on L.
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We can now combine Theorem 3,17., Lemmas 3.18., 3.21. to obtains
3.23. THEOREM. If f Is a non-trlvlal function on L(x,y), then f Is an 
order Isomorphism from L(x,y) to f(L(x,y)) and f(L(x,y)) Is an open 
Interval on JR (possibly = IR ).
The set X has-unique lines joining any two distinct points and the
lines are order-Isomorphic to an open subset of the reals, hence, order-
Isomorphlc to the reals. X will thus be a G.L.S, after the following.
3.24. Theorem. Let x, y, z be distinct points In X, If u e xy, v e uz
then there exists w e xz such that v c wy.
Proof. If z e L(x,y) then the result Is trivial, so suppose 
z  ^L(x,y). If u = X, let w = v; If u *• y, let w •» z; If v « u, let w = x;
If V = z, let w “ z. Thus assume u e (xy) and v e (u z ). Let f e 3^
such that f(x) f f(y) “ f(v) which exiscs since x  ^L(y,v). Then
u e (xy), V e (uz) yield f(u) e [f (x), f (y)] and f(v) e [f(u),f(z)^ .
Now f Is trivial or one-to-one on lines of X so that f(x) f f(y) implies
f(u) ^ f(y) “ f(v) which In turn implies f(z) f f(v). Now f(z) f f(x)
as f(x) < f(u) < f(y) = f(v) for example and f(v) e [f(u),f(z)l Imply
f(u) < f(v) < f(z) so that f(x) < f(v) < f(y). Since f is convex on xz,
there exists w e (xz) such that f(w) = f(v) = f(y).
Claim: v e (wy). Suppose not, then there exists g e Î  such that
g(v) é [g(w),g(y)j . Define h as follows: h ■= of + g where
a(f(v) - f(u)) = g(u) - g(v) which is well defined since f(v) f(u).
With this choice of a, h(u) = h(v). Also h(u) = h(v) => h(z) since
V e (uz) and h is trivial on L(u,v). If h(x) = h(u) then h is trivial
on all lines under consideration, in particular h(y) = h(v) so that
of(y) + g(y) - af(v) + g(v).
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But f(y) " f(v) 80 that g(y) ** g(v) and we have a contradiction of
gCv) i [g(w),g(y)3. Thus h(x) 4 h(u). Suppose h(x) < h(u) < h(y).
Then since h(u) • h(z) and w c (xz) we have h(x) < h(w) < h(z).
But h(u) ■ h(z) ■ h(v) so we have
h(x) < h(w) < h(v) < h(y) 
or af(w) + g(w) < af(v) + g(v) < af(y) + g(y).
But f(w) “ f(v) « f(y) so that
g(w) < g(v) < g(y)
which is a contradiction of g(v) i [g(w),g(y)j . If h(x) > h(u) > h(y) 
we arrive at the same contradiction. Thus we have an h such that 
h(u) i h^(x),h(y)] . Hence u i (xy) which is a contradiction and result 
is established.
It is of interest to note that we have used P4 in showing lines are 
order-isomorphlc to an open interval of reals and only then. Property P3 
implies that functions are convex, first used in the proceeding 
theorem. The following lemma was proved by Cantwell using simple geometric 
considerations such as Theorems 3.23., 3.24. We include a proof which 
does not use P4 indicating that Cantwell's work up to the separation 
theorems can be duplicated using PI, P2, P3.
3.25. LETMA. Let a, b, c be distinct points. If x c (ab), z e (ac) 
then there exists y e (zb)A (xc).
Proof. Let f be such that f(x) « f(c) > f(a). Then f(z) < f(c) 
and f(b) > f(x). Since f is convex on zb there exists y e (zb) such 
that f(y) » f(z) * f(c).
Claim, y c (xc). Suppose not, then there exists g e T  such that 
g(y)  ^[g(x) ,s(c)j . Define h c j; as follows: h = af + g where
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a(f(b) - f(z)) - g(z) - g(b) which is well defined since f(z) < f(c) ■ 
f(x) < f(b). Then h(z) = h(y) - h(b). If h(x) - h(y) then f(x) = f(y) 
yielding g(x) ■ g(y), a contradiction. Thus assume h(x) < h(y). Then 
X c (ab), z e (ac) yield
h(a) < h(x) < h(y) » h(b) - h(z) < h(c) 
or of(x) + g(x) < af(y) + g(y) < af(c) + g(c).
But f(x) “ f(y) - f(c) so that g(x) < g(y) < g(c), a contradiction.
Thus claim is verified and proof is completed.
Recall that a flat was previously defined as a set F with the 
property that for each x, y e F, L(x,y) C F, and à hyperplane was any 
maximal proper flat. In the classical situation hyperplanes correspond 
to linear functionals; we obtain only part of that correspondence.
3.26. LEM*‘!A. If f e 3T is a non-trivial function, a e Range f, then 
[f:a] = f (^a) is a hyperplane.
Proof. If u, V E [f : a], then f(u) = f(v) = o. But w e L(u,v) 
iff g(w) “ g(u) ” g(v) whenever g(u) * g(v). Thus f(w) = a or 
w E [f:o]. So L(u,v) c. [ f a n d  [ f i s  a flat.
Suppose there exists a flat H such that [f:(%] ^  H C X. Let z e X, 
y G H \[f . Now f(y) > a or f(y) < a, so we assume f(y) > o. If
f(z) < a then since f is convex there exists x t (yz) such that 
f(x) = a. Thus X e [fra] C H. Since y e H and H is a flat z e L(x,y) C H. 
If f(z) > a, then by P4 there exists y' such that f(y') < a. We repeat 
the above argument for z and y ' « Thus in either case z e H. Hence X C  H 
and H ■ X.
We follow Cantwell's work in the following.
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3.27. DEFINITION, e X are Independent if
x^ i fl(xo,...,'x^ ,...,3Cj^ ) for i - 0,...,h. If F is a fiat, dim F - 
sup (h I xq,...,xjj e F, with XQ,...,x^ independent).
3.28. LEMMA. For each set of n+1 points Xq,...,Xj^ e X with
Xq i fl(x^,...,x^) there exists f such that fCxg) f a = f(x^ ) i ^  1*
Proof. Let A(n) be the statement of lemma; we proceed by induction.
Part 1. n ■ 1,2. A(I) is true by axiom PI, and A(2) is true as we are
assuming X is not a line.
Part 2. Assume A(k) is true for all k < n. Let X q ,...,x ^ be such that 
Xq i fl(xQ,...,x^). Then Xq i fl(x2,...,x^ > so by hypothesis there 
exists f e 3" such that fCxg) î* o » f(x^ ) i > 2. If f(x^ ) - a we are
finished so suppose f(x^ ) f a. Two cases occur: L(xq,x )^ meets [f:o]
or L(%Q,x^)n [f :a] " 0.
Case 1. L(Xq ,x^)A [f:o] = {v} for some v. Now by induction hypothesis
there exists g e such that g(v) f B and e [g;Bl i > 2, since
V i fl(x2»... ,x^ > as Xq i fl(xj,.., ,Xj^ ) . Let h « Xf + g where 
X(f(x2> - f(xi)) = g(xj) - g(x2), which is well defined since a = f(x2> 
f(xj). Clearly h(xj^ ) = aX + B for all ij> 1.
Claim. h(xQ> f aX + B. Suppose that hCxg) “ aX + B “ h(x^). Then h is
constant on L(xQ,x^) and h(v) = aX + B = f(v)X + g(v) = aX + g(v). That
is, g(v) = B, a contradiction. Thus h is the required function.
Case 2. L(xQ,x^)A [f :o] = 0. Assume wolop fCxg) > a. Since f(x )^ f a, 
either fCx^ ) > a or f(x^ ) < a. Now fCxj) < a implies by the convex­
ity of f that there is a v e [f:o^  such that xqVx^ or v e L(xq,Xj^ ) n 
[f:o] so we again have case 1. Hence consider f(xQ) > ot and f(x^) > a. 
There exists u such that XqX2U and since f is one-to-one on L(Xq,X2)
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we have f(u) < f(x2> < fCxg) yielding f(u) < a < f(xj). By convexity 
of f there exists v such that x^vu and f(v) ■ a. Let w e XQvnx^X2.
Now L(xg,w) n [f:a] ■ {v} so by case 1 there is an h e T  such that 
h(xg) f h(w) ■ h(x^) i 2  2. But w c x^X2 so h(x^) - h(w) - hCXg).
Thus h(xg) f h(x^) i > 1.
3.29. COROLLARY. If X is finite dimensional, then for each hyperplane
H e x ,  there exist f e J" , a e such that H ■ [f:a] .
Proof. Let X]^,...,Xq  be maximal independent in H so that
fl(x2,...,x^) = H, and let Xq i H. By Lemma 3.28. there is an f e T  such
that f(xg) Î* a ■ f(x^ ) i > 1. Hence ]f;o] is a flat containing x^ ,...,Xjj 
so that H C. {f:o] ^  X. Since H is a maximal proper flat, H = (f :oJ.
We now include some results which were proved by Cantwell and will
be needed later. The proof of the basic separation theorem will be omitted
since Cantwell's proof of that is actually an easy extension of Valentine's 
proof in fs] of the classical separation theorem to a G.L.S. Since all 
later results apply only to finite dimensional spaces and we have a 
convenient functional representation for hyperplanes in that case, we shall 
now assume that dim X = n < “.
3.30. DEFINITION. Let II = [f :a] be a hyperplane. The sides of H are 
defined to be the sets
H* 5 {x I f(x) > a} and H“ = { x | f(x) < a}.
The sets h"*" and are also called open half spaces, while
cl H”^ = h'^UH and cl H" = h"UH 
are the closed half spaces corresponding to H. Two sets A and B in X are
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said to be separated by H if A C cl H"*’ and B c cl H”, and the separation 
is strong if A C tf*" and B c H“,
We note that for any hyperplane H the space X is partitioned by the 
triple )» A result which is easy to establish, owing to the pre­
convexity of each f c 3 is that H"*" and H”, as are cl H'*’ and cl H , are 
convex.
3.31. LEMMA. For any hyperplane H»[f:o3 both types of half spaces determined 
by H are convex. Moreover, if x e H* and y e H” then
(xy) A h - (z)
for some z e X.
Proof. Let R - {X| X>a } and cl R " {X| X>a } , clearly convex 
subsets of fR, Then f"^(R) ■ H"*” and f” (^cl R) ■ cl H"*" are convex 
(similarly for H” and cl H~). Since f(x) > u and f(y) < a we have 
that f is convex and one-to-one on L(x,y), Hence there is a unique z e xy
such that f(z) - a; and since z ^ x and z f y, z G (xy) AH.
Another property of half spaces requires a definition.
3.32. DEFINITION. A set A c X is called convex-open iff it is convex and 
V  a G A, X G X 3 y G (ax 3 ay) c A.
3.33. LEMMA. Open half spaces are convex-open.
Proof. Let a c where H is a hyperplane and x e X, x f a. If
X e H ,^ then ax) c H'*’, If x e H and y e ax) where y  ^ then by
Lemma 3.31. either y e H or there is y'c (ax) such that y' G H so that 
a G L(x,y) c H or a e L(x,y*) C H, which is a contradiction since a g H"*". 
Thus, for each x g H, ax) C H'*’. If x g H then since a g let
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(ax) HH - {y} so that ay) C H"*", Hence H"*" Is convex-open. (A similar 
proof holds for H”,)
3.34. BASIC SEPARATION THEOREM. For each pair of convex sets A,BC X 
where AHB ■ 0 and A contains a nonempty convex-open subset, there exists 
a hyperplane separating them.
We also state without proof another result of Cantwell which will 
be used later.
3.35. STRONG SEPARATION THEOREM. Let A and B be any two finite sets such 
that H(A) nH(B) " 0. Then H(A) and H(B) may be strongly separated by a 
hyperplane.
Some easily proved results of Cantwell on independence of points 
will also be needed,
3.36. LEMMA. If bQ,...,b% are independent points and bj^ j^ t fl(bQ,..«,b^) 
then bo*•••»^k»^k+l independent.
3.37. LE:TMA, If bQ,...,b% are maximal independent in A then
fl(A) = fl(bQ,...,bk).
3.38. EXISTENCE OF DIMENSION THEOREM. If bQ,...,bk and bg bjJ are
both maximal independent in a flat F then k = .^
Recall that dim F was defined as the unique number of elements in a
maximal, independent subset of F. To show how these results can be used in
the theory, we prove a result not given by Cantwell,
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3 « 39. COROLLARY. A set H in a flat F is a hyperplane in F if and only if
H is a flat of dimension dim F - 1,
Proof. Let H be a hyperplane in F, where dim F ■ k, and let
bq.... bj be maximal independent in H, Thus f ^  k« If / - k then by
Lemma 3.37. H - fl(bq,...,bg) - F. If X ^  k - 2 then let bq,... ,bj^ ,. .. ,b^
be maximal independent in F. Now by Lemma 3.36.
H “ f l(bq, . . . ybj) C f l(bq, . . . ^ fl(bq,...;b^) " F.
Thus if 1 k - 1 we contradict that H is a maximal proper flat contained 
in F.
Let dim F ■ k and let bq,...,bj^ _i be any k independent points in F 
such that H « fl(bq,... ,bj^ _j). Suppose H ^  G C F for some flat G. 
Consider b^ e G\H. Now since dim F = k, we have by Lemma 3.36. that
bq,...,bjç^  are maximal independent in F; hence, also in G. Then by Lemma
3.37. F “ fl(bq bj^) = C. Thus H is a maximal proper flat contained
in F.
We end the chapter by establishing that if bq,...,b^ are maximal 
independent in X, then the set
w »o>o V  \  V
is convex-open for n ^  1. We shall use the fact noted by Cantwell that if 
A is convex then the join of x and A xA = U{xa | a c A} is convex 
(proved by applying Axiom C) . Then it follows that xA = H(xUA) for all 
X e X and A t X, a property referred to as join-hull commutativity in 
Kay-Womble [S].
First, the above set (*) is shown to be nonempty, by applying 
induction on n « dim X > I.
A3
Case 1. Let bg / bj and choose x c (bgb^ ) ■ H(bQ,bj^)\{bg,bj} so that 
(*) is nonempty for n ■ 1.
Case 2. Suppose that (*) is onempty for dim X < n. Consider X* - 
fl(bi,...,bn) which has dimension n-1 so by the induction hypothesis there 
exists a point
x' c H(b^(«**fb^) UiaiH(b^,.,«,b^,,««,b^)«
Now X* f bg by independence of bg,b^,... ,b^ , and H(bg,... .b^ )^ =
bgH(bj.... b^ ) so choose x e bgX*. Thus x c H(bg...b^), so
X i U ”„gH(bg,.., , ,bjj) remains to be shown. Suppose
X c H(bg,.,,^^,,,,,b^) for some i. Then i > 0 for otherwise b^ e L(x,x') 
C fl(b^ ,,,,,bjj) contradicting the independence of bo,,,,,b^^ But since 
i > 0 H(bg,,,./Bi,...,b^) ■ bgH(bi,...^b^,..,,b^) and there is x" e
H(bi,.../b^,...,b^) such that x e (bgx"). Since
x' i U ^ _2^ H(bj,.,. ,b^,,,, ,bj^) 
we have x* f x" so that x e (bgx') and x e (bgx") yield LCb^.x) - 
L(x',x"). Thus bg e L(x',x") C f l ( b ,,b^ ) a contradiction. 
Hence (*) is nonempty.
For notational purposes we introduce the ray R(x,y) from x to y as 
the set R(x,y) = { z | xzy or xzy }, x f y. We note the fact that if 
z c R(x,y) and z f x then R(x,y) - R(x,z).
3,4, -LEMMA, Let H be a hyperplane with x  ^H, z e H, (xyz) and R(y,w) 
any ray from y not passing through x and not meeting H, Then there exists 
a point q C H such that xq meets R(y,w) at a point s f y.
Proof, Choose p such that (xzp), Then x and p lie on opposite 
sides of H, likewise for w and p. Hence let (pw) dH * {q} and apply
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Lemma 3.25. to the points x,y,p,q,w with (xyp) and (pqw) so that there 
exists s c (xq)n(yw), the desired point.
3.41. LEMMA. Let bQ,...,ba be maximal independent in X and let 
X e H(bo,...,ba) \Ui=oH(bQ,...;^,...,b^), n ^  1. Then every ray from 
X meets H(bo,«.,fS^^...,b^) for some i.
Proof. Apply induction on n, the case n « 1 being obvious. Suppose 
R(x,y) does not meet any H(bQ,.../b^^...,b^) 0 ^  i ^  n. In particular,
R(x,y) does not contain bg and does not meet H(bj^ ,,.. «b^).
Claim, R(x,y) does not meet the hyperplane X’ *» fl(b]^ ,... ,b^ ) . Suppose 
z* E fl(bi,.., ,bjj) HR(x,y) and let x' be that point in H(b^,... ,bj^ ) such 
that X e (bgx*). Now by induction hypothesis R(x',z') meets 
H(bi,.../&i,...,bn) for some i say at w', By applying Lemma 3.25. to
bQ,x,x',w',z' with (bQXx’) and (x'w'z’) as z' e R(x,y) which does not meet
H(bi,...,bn), we obtain w e (xz') H (bgw’). C R(x,y)nH(bQ,.../b^,...,bn) 
a contradiction. Hence claim is established.
By Lemma 3.40. there is z’ e X' ■ fl(b]^ ,... ,b^ ) such that bgZ* 
meets R(x,y) at z x. With x' as above, by induction hypothesis R(x',z') meets
H(bj,... ... ,bj^ ) for some 1 ^ i ^  n say at w'. In the case (x'w'z').
Lemma 3.25. applies to obtain w e (xz) H (bgw') C R(x,y) nH(bQ,.«,b^ ,...,b^ ), 
a contradiction. If w' = z' then z e R(x,y)nH(bQ,.../&^,...,b^), 
a contradiction. If (x'z'w*), consider the 2-dimensional flat fl(bQ,x’,z') 
(where lines are hyperplanes). Then bQ,x',w'are not in L(x,z) so either 
x' or Lq lie on the opposite side of L(x,z) from w*. But x' cannot do so 
for otherwise L(x,y), and hence R(x,y) would meet x'z' 0 H(b^,b2,...,b^), 
a contradiction. Thus bg is opposite of w' so that L(x,z) and R(x,y) meet 
bgw' at a point w c H(bo».. • ,b^,... ,bjj), a contradiction.
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3.42. THEOREM. If bQ,...,bj^  are maximal independent in X, n ^  I, then 
the set
H(bo»...tbQ) Ui*QH(bQ,...,b^,...,b^)
is a nonempty convex-open set.
Proof. Let x e H(bg,...,b^) \  u ”^QH(bQ,... ... ,bj^) and let
y G X, y f X. By Lemma 3.41., ray R(x,y) meets HCbg,... ^b*^ »... »bjj) at some 
point z where z j* x and xz C H(bQ,... ,bj^) . Now fl(bQ,... ... ,bjj) is a
hyperplane for each i so since R(x,y) ^  fl(bQ,... . .b^ )^ for any 1,
we have at most a finite number of such z. Thus there exists we(xz)n (xy) 
such that
(xw) D U j^ sQH(bQ,... ,b^,... ,b^ ) “ 0.
Hence
xw) C H(hQ,. • • ,bj^ ) U j^ _QH(bg,... ,b^,.., ,b^ ) 
which completes the proof.
CHAPTER IV
A TOPOLOGICAL STRUCTURE ON GENERALIZED LINEAR SPACES
In this chapter we expand on the five properties P1-P5 of Chapter 3 
to include the derivation of a topological structure, induced by specify­
ing the sub-basic elements, which will turn out to be equivalent to the 
topology considered by Cantwell.
We assume throughout that X is a non-empty set with a family 3^  of 
real-valued functions satisfying properties P1-P5. Let the sub-basic 
elements for a topology t be the subsets of X of the form f (^R), where 
f E 3 and R c  !R is an open ray. We note that if R = (-*,a) is an open 
ray on the reals ^  then f” (^R) = (-f) ^(R^), where = (a,®). Thus we 
may always assume that rays are of the form (a,®) for some a z JÜ. » We 
observe two immediate properties;
(1) (X,x) is T^ .
(2) T is the smallest topology on X for which each f is continuous.
4.1, LE>ÎMA. The relative topology on each line L is equivalent to the 
order topology on L which is induced on L by the order isomorphisms of L 
with «
-1
Proof. Let x e f (R) QL. If f is trivial on L, then for all 
u,v E L such that (uxv), we have x e (uv) c f“^(R)fjL. If f is non-trivial 
on L, then there exist u,v e L such that (uxv) and f(x) e (f(u),f(v))c R.
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But by definition of segments x e (ow) C  f“ (^f (u) ,f (v)) HL C f”^(R)nL,
Thus the sub-basic open sets are order-topology-open« Hence any open set 
in the relative topology on L Is order-topology-open.
Let X e (uv) C L. Let f be any non-trlvlal function on L such that 
f(u) < f(v). Let Ry, Ry be open rays such that R^ - (f(u),*) and 
Ry " (--,f (v)) . Thus (f(u),f(v)) ■ R^HRy and f“ (^(f (u) ,f (v)))« 
f“^(R^) nf“ (^Ry). But by definition of segments f“ (^(f (u) ,f (v))) HL C(uv)
80 that X e f” (^Ry) nf“ (^R^ ) HL C(tiv). Hence order-topology open sets 
are open In the relative topology.
Since segments are order isomorphic to closed and bounded real 
Intervals, we have an obvious consequence of Lemma 4,1,
4.2, COROLLARY, Segments are compact.
Let Ç  define the family of convex sets in X (as in Chapter 2), 
with H the convex hull operator,
4.3, DEFINITION, For C e C, define
c-lnt C = {a E C I V x e C, 3 y e X 3 a e  xy) c C },
4.4, LEMMA, Let bg,,,,,b^ be Independent points and i fl(bQ,,,,,b^).
Further, let bQ,,,,,bk be such that b^ e (bj[bj^ .^j) for 1 = 0,,,,,k,
* *
Then bQ,,,,,bjj^ j are Independent and
c-lnt H(bQ,,,,,b%) C c-lnt HCbg,,,, ,
Proof, If b^ E fl(bg,,,, ,b£,,,, 5 F for 0 ^  1 ^ k, then
bj E L(bj,bk+i) C F for 0 ^  j ^  k and f iCbQ,,,, ,bj^ ) C F, If
bg,,,,,bk,,,,,b2 (1 ^  k) are maximal independent in F, then by
Theorem 3,38, 1 * k. Thus bQ,,,,,bj^  are maximal Independent in F and we 
have by Lemma 3,37, flCbg,,,, ,bj^ ) ■ F, But this provides the contradiction 
b^j^ E fl(bo,,,,,bjj). Similarly, If bjj+i e fKbg,,,, ,bj^) then
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fKbg,.«,,bj^ ) C fl(bQ,,..,b|^ ) which implies the contradiction 
bj,^ 2^ e fICbgy... ,b|^ ) “ fl(bQ,**.,b^^,
Hence, ^ô*****^k+l independent.
Now let X E c-int H(bQ bj,), By hypothesis bQ,,..,b^ e
H(bQ,...,b'^^) so that x e HCb^,, .. ,bj^) c HCb^,... ,b'^^). By join-hull
commutativity there exists y e H(bg,.,.,bp such that x e ybj^ +i» Since 
H' i fl(bQ,... ,b|^ ) is a hyperplane relative to X' 5 fl(bg,...,b^^^) and 
b'_^ j d H', we may assume that b _^^ 2  ^H'^. Then bg,...,bj^  e H' and 
y E H(b',,,,,b|^ ) c H' , Since x e H* we have x f y and x i
H(bQ,..,,bp. If X E H(bQ,...,"b£....^k+i^ for i f k+1 then consider
X E bjj^ H(bQ,,,.,'b^ ,,,.,bj^ ) which implies x e b^z for some z e
H(bo,..,/bi,.,.,b^). Since x f z and b^  e fl(bj,.../b^,...,b^^^) for
j f i,k+L, we have z e fl(b^,... . ,bj^ ) o fl(bg,... ,'b‘j,... ,b'^ )^ so
b^ E L(x ,z) c. fl (b^,,., ,bj^ ,... »
Then
bj[ G L(b^,b^^^) c f 1 (bg,,,, , b ... jbj^ j^^ ) 
denying the independence of bg,...,b'^j. Therefore,
X E H(bg,««.,bk+l) C  H(bg,... ,b^,... ,bj^_^j^) = S,
and since, relative to X*, S is convex-open by Theorem 3.42, we have
X E c-lnt H(bg,...,bj^ j^).
4.5. COROLLARY. If A is convex open, x e A, and dim X = n then there 
exist n+1 Independent points bQ,...,b^ in A such that 
X E c-lnt H(bg,...,b^).
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Proof.(By Induction on n)• If n ■ 1 then by definition of convex- 
open there exist bg, bj c A such that x e (bgb^)C A. Assume the result 
for all dimensions < n, and consider any hyperplane H through x. Now 
AHH ■ A' is convex-open relative to H ■ X' and by Corollary 3.39, 
dim X* ■* n - 1. By induction hypothesis there exist independent points 
bo,...,bo_i in A*C A such that % e c-intH(bQ,...,bg_i). Since A is
 ^ V *convex open A ^  H so choose e A\H and e A such that bj^ c(b^ .,b^ ) 
for 0 ^  i ^  n - 1. Now by Lemma 4.4., bo,...,b^ are independent and
X e c-int H(bQ,... ,bjj_j) C c-int H(bg b^).
4.6. LEMMA. If bQ,...,b% are independent points in X, then
c-int H(bQ,... ,b}^ ) ■ H(bg,,..,bj^)'\U^„g H(bg,,.. ,b^,... ,bjj).
Proof, Since the set on the right of the equality sign is convex- 
open relative to f Kbg,... ,bj^) we have that
^(hgt « « « #b^  ^ U ... ,b ... »bj^) C c—int H(bQ,... ,bj^) ,
For the other inclusion, suppose x c c-lnt HCbg,... ,b|^ ) and that 
X e H(bQ,.../b^,...,bk) some i, 0 < i k. Hence x f bielUbg,.. .bj^ )
and there is y e H(bg,...,bk) such that x e b^ y). Also
y e b^H(bQ,... ... ,bj^) implies there is z c HCbg,... . ,bj£^)
such that y e b^z. Thus x e b^z) and since z c HCbg,... .,bj^ )
we have b^ e L(x,z) C flCbg,.,. . ,bj^) contradicting the indepen­
dence of bo,...,bj^ . Therefore
X e H(bg,,,, ,bj^ ) ^ £^QH(bQ,. •. ,b ,, « ,bj^ ) ,
and proof is completed.
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4.7. LEMMA., If bQ,...,b^ are maximal independent, then there exist 
hj^ , R^ , where 0 ^  i ^  n such that
c-int H(bQ,...,bj^ ) C nh“kR^)C H(bQ,...,b^).
Proof. Let a e c-int H(bQ,...,bg). By Lemma 3.28. for each i, 
there exist h^ , such that h^Cb^) > h^Cbj) * for all j ^ i. Let 
R^ be the open ray, R^ ■ (on,®) for each i, 0 ^  i ^  n. Now for each i 
there is b e H(bQ,.../&i,...,b^) such that a c bbj by join-hull 
commutativity; since a e c-int H(bQ,...,bn), (bab^ ) holds. Since 
h^Cb) " and h^ is preconvex, we have h£(b) < h^Ca) < h^Cbi) or 
a e hjkR^) for all i. Thus a eHhJ^CR^) or
c-int H(bo,...,bjj) C Hh^^CR^).
Let X c nh^kRjL^* Since a e c-int H(bQ,... ,bjj) - 
H(bQ,.,, ,b^ ) NyU^_QH(bQ,.,. ,'b“^,,,. ,bjj) , by Theorem 3,42. we may take 
b e H(bQ,... ,bn> , b f a, such that x e R(a,b), Suppose x i H(bQ,... ,bj^ ) . 
Then R(a,b) nH(bQ,,.. ,bjj) * ac and (xca) where c e H(bQ,... . ,bjj) .
for some i, But h^ Ca) c R^, h^ (c) = = gib R^ and since h^ is one-to-
one on L(a,x), we have x i. h^^CR^), a contradiction. Thus 
X E H(bQ,.,, |bjj) and Oh^ (R^ ) C H(bQ,,,, ,b^) ,
The topology introduced by Cantwell was defined as the topology 
whose basic open sets were convex-open,
4.8, THEOREM, If dim X = n, the topology on X whose basic open sets are 
convex-open sets is equivalent to the topology whose sub-basic open sets 
are f (^R) where f e 3" and R c JR is an open ray.
Proof. Consider f” (^R) where R ■ (a,«) for some a. Let a e f”*^ (R) 
and X e X. If f(x) = f(a) then choose and b such that xab). Since f 
would be constant on L(x,a), we have f(ab) c R yielding ab) C ab c f"^(R)«
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If f(x) < f(a), choose b such that xab). If b e f"^ (R), then 
ab) C f” (^R). If b 2 f” (^R), then since f is convex there is a c, (bca) 
such that f(c) e R, Thus a e xc) and ac) C f” (^R). Hence for each f, 
f"l(R) is convex-open.
Let A be convex-open and suppose a e A, Then by Corollary 4,5. 
there exist bQ,...,bj^  e A independent points such that
a e c-int H(bo b^). By Lemma 4.7. there exist h^ , R^ such that
a E c-int H(bQ,...,bn)(2 C H(bQ,,..,bn) C A.
Hence A is open.
REMARK. Hence the two topologies are equivalent. Cantwell shows that 
his topology makes X homeomorphic to E” if dim X " n, so we would have the 
same result for (X,t).
I7c continue to investigate the properties of this topology by 
showing that the convex hull-operator is continuous on the power set (with 
Hausdorff limit topology). Certain results of Shirleythen follow since 
we have representation of closed hyperplanes by continuous functions. In 
particular the Krein-Milman Theorem will hold.
4.9, DEFINITION. Let be a net of subsets of X (D is a directed
set), and define the sets
lim inf A^ = {x | Each neighborhood of x eventually meets A^ },
lim sup = {x I Each neighborhood of x frequently meets A%},
The Hausdorff limit of {A^ } is said to exist whenever lim inf A^ -
lim sup A^ , and in that case we write lim Aj^ for the common set.
We note that we always have lim inf A;^ C lim sup A;^ so that 
lim A^ “ A if and only if
lim sup Ax C A C lira inf Ax«
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Moreover, if {A^ } has limit A then any subnet has limit A, and the limit 
structure defined for (P (X) in this manner determines a unique Hausdorff 
topology for (P (X), given a topology for X,
The continuity of the convex hull operator H; X™ -*■ (P (X) for each 
integer m ^  1 is now investigated where X has the topology introduced
earlier. Let {x^ }^ be a net in X for each i - and put
A^ ■ H(x^^, ». « , X £ D
A " H(x^,. . . , .
We shall prove that
lim sup A^C A c lim inf A%
which will establish
lim H(xj^ ,...,Xjj^ )^ - H(xi,...,Xjjj).
Let X £ lim sup A;^ . If x  ^A then by the strong separation 
theorem (Theorem 3,35.) there is a hyperplane H = [ f s t r o n g l y  separ­
ating X and A, with A c H'*’ and x C H .
H+ . (x ( f(x) > a} - f-l(R)
where R » (a,«), so H"^  is an open convex set containing A as well as all 
the points Xj,...,Xj^ , so that {x^ ^} is eventually in H**” for all i. Hence 
H(xj^ ,...,Xpj )^ « is eventually in HCH"^ ) « H'*'. But H" is also an open 
set containing x £ lim sup A^; thus, HT meets frequently many A^. Thus 
there is a A e D such that A ^ C H"*" and A^ H wT ^ 0, an impossibility
since = 0. Therefore x £ A.
Next we consider x £ A. Let U be a neighborhood of a and let B be
a basic open subset of U containing x, with
where = (ay,*) for each j. Consider x e B C fj (Rj) so that fj(x)>aj.
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If some subnet {A^ } of {A%} exists such that fj(Xj*) Oj for all
1 « 1 m then by continuity of fj
fj(x.) < aj
for 1 ■ l,...,m which by the convexity of A and the preconvexity of fj 
yields
fjCrt < aj
a contradiction. Hence for each j, eventually all Aj^  meet fJ^ (Rj) and 
since there are only finitely many fJ^(Rj)'s eventually all A;^ meet
jl(Rj). Thus, A;^  eventually meets U, so that x e 11m Inf Aj^ . This 
proves;
4,10, THEOREM. The convex hull operator H Is continuous from each finite 
product x“ to the power set of X.
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